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Science Dayis a unique event, whose ambition is to promote science and technology among the general public. 

Our guests will have a chance to experience a day filled with presentations, workshops and lectures delivered 

by experienced Polish scientists and engineers working in the UK as well as by special guests from Poland.   

Jointly organised by Polish scientific organisations in the United Kingdom, the event gives the public an 

opportunity to learn how science affects everyday life and to understand its irreplaceable role in the 

development of our civilisation and culture. All this is presented in a way attractive to a wide audience.  

The speakers at the Science Day: Pollish Contribution will include experts in technology, engineering, and  

science - Poles who conduct research, educate and popularise science in the UK as well as special guests. The 

event is organised within the framework of the yearly British Science Week, and in conjunction with its 

meeting place, the Polish Social-Cultural Centre [POSK], supports a Polish-British dialogue.     

Science Day. Polish Contribution will be held on March 10 th  2019 at POSK in Hammersmith, London.  

Our objectives:  

Science Day: Polish Contribution 

•  Popularising science in the Polish community in the UK    
•  Promoting the achievements of Polish scientists    
•  Encouraging young people to pursue a career in science   
•  Establishing cooperation between Polish scientific organisations located outside of Poland 
•  Integrating the Polish community 
•  Integrating Poles with British society and promoting Polish-British dialogue 
•  Building bridges between science, technology and humanities 
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Science Day: Polish Contribution presents three forms of interaction with science, giving the  

contributors and those in the audience the opportunity to choose the form most suitable  

for them,  regardless of age, profession and interests:  

• INTERACTIVE WORKSHOPS -  classes, which make clear the usefulness of the presented sci-
entific knowledge based on the application  of science to everyday life, combining this with 
active participation, creative problem solving and intellectual fun. 

 
•  LECTURES IN POPULAR SCIENCE  -  seminars in various fields of science divided into  blocks 

which seek to inspire and motivate. After each lecture there will be a discussion with an op-
portunity to ask questions.   

 

• RESEARCH DEMONSTRATIONS  – The aim of each demonstration is to attract the viewer's 
attention to one particular issue, while providing a great opportunity for direct contact and 
discussion between the demonstrator and a broad group of participants. 
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You can become a speaker at  Science Day if you are...  

• show youngsters that science can be fun   • inspire young people to choose a career in 

science • increase the applicability of science • exchange professional experiences with 

fellow contributors • establish contacts with individuals and companies from industry.   

Join us to:  

...a  university lecturer, research scientist, undergraduate/postgraduate 

student or a member of a scientific or professional association who is 

passionate about their work and want to share your passion with others.   

 We are looking for individuals who are excited about exploration of the 

phenomena of the world around us and have the ability to generate interest 

as well as knowledge which is not always clear and comprehensible in a 

form understandable by everyone 

Contact: admin@welcome2science.pl  
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Organisers 

Polish Society of Arts and Sciences Abroad [PTNO], a 
nonprofit Polish institution for research and teaching. 
An association of Polish scholars in exile based in 
London. 
 

www.ptno.org 

Polish University Abroad (PUNO) is a private, 
autonomous university, functioning as a Polish center 
for education and research in the UK. 

Association of Polish Engineers in Great Britain (STP) 
is a professional body whose members include Polish 
engineers, technicians and scientists working in the 
UK. It supports professional and personal 
development of its members and promotes the latest 
technology . 

Polonium Foundation (PF) was founded in 2016 to link 
up Polish scientists, who live all over the world. We 
believe that we have created a community that will be 
of benefit to individual researchers, as well as to Polish 
science and Poland's economy..  

www.puno.edu.pl 

www.poloniumfoudation.org 
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Supporting 
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Science Day: Polish Contribution is also an excellent opportunity to promote 

institutions and companies whose business profile is focused on innovative solutions 

based on scientific research.  Interested companies can support us by:  

•  Organising a workshop for participants*   

•  Preparing a demonstration for the participants* 

• Organising a banquet for invited guests    

(* the subject of the above can be related to your business, but the main goal is to 

present  scientific phenomena. We also offer additional sponsorship opportunities, e.g. 

covering  the travel expenses of keynote speakers) 

If your job is a passion, 

which you love to share 

with others, if you think 

your career path is unusual 

and can inspire others, then 

it's you we need!   

 

If you grew your business 

on the basis of the modern 

achievements of science 

and of innovative 

approaches to problems, 

then you can not miss out 

on the Science Day: Polish 

Contribution!  

 

In return we offer 

a comprehensive support in the promotion of your company through the distribution 
of advertising banners during meetings, including the company logo in the 
promotional materials and including the company in the list of sponsors contained in 
the package for participants, on our website and social media pages. In addition the 
sponsor will have the opportunity to place a stand with printed materials and 
promotional materials, or to offer them directly to participants.  
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